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ABB University Switzerland

We are part of ABB University Switzerland

ABB University Switzerland (UCH) is a virtual organization that unifies all training activities run by 13 learning centers in Switzerland.

ABB University Switzerland has a decentralized organizational structure which aims to deliver target-group-oriented training for customers and ABB employees as close as possible to the business process.
Well qualified trainers

Our trainer pool includes:
– Internal ABB personnel – engineers with long-term experience with the products they give the training for
– Non-ABB personnel – specialists on the topics they teach

Teaching skills:
– Our main trainers are SVEB certified, which qualifies them to teach adults and guarantees good didactic skills.
– ABB University Switzerland regularly organizes workshops for the trainers to keep them up to date with the latest insights on knowledge transfer.
Three types of training

1. Classroom training in our learning center in Baden-Daettwil, Switzerland
2. Classroom training on-site at your plant or in any other appropriate location near you
3. Web based training (virtual classroom training) using a remote learning platform
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Scope of courses

Our offerings

We provide professional process and product training courses for our worldwide customers in the cement, mining and mineral processing industries.

Our courses cover these products and processes:
- 800xA control system
- Gearless mill drive
- Ring-geared mill drive
- Expert Optimizer
- Knowledge Manager
- High power rectifier
- ACS880
- Cement and mineral processing
Welcome to our learning center!
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Our facilities

Two classrooms
Our facilities

One E-house training unit
See you soon in our learning center!

Have a look at our video «Get the right training from the right specialists»: https://youtu.be/Onh_69ZroBM

Visit our learning center Web site for our course portfolio, course descriptions and scheduled training program: http://new.abb.com/service/abb-university/ch/lc-cmm